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Ernie Luce, DDS
Electives | Subject Code 130
Dr. Luce completed undergraduate college at Texas Tech University and dental school
at the University of Texas in Houston. He has focused his professional career on the
teaching of the management of medical emergencies in the dental office, management
of medically compromised patients and the safe and effective delivery of minimal and
moderate sedation.

Management of Medical Emergencies in the Dental Office
COURSE DESCRIPTION:
This course will review the physiology of common medical emergencies, appropriate equipment and supplies
to provide initial management of an emergency and appropriate steps to take to stabilize a patient having an
urgency or emergency.

MAIN COURSE OBJECTIVES:
•

Understand the physiology of common emergencies.

•

Understand the pharmacology of common emergency medications.

•

Understand appropriate actions to take to manage an emergency.
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Saskia Vaughan, DDS, MAGD
Electives | Subject Code 130
Dr. Vaughan was in general dental practice in Mineral Wells, TX. She is now a pseudo
retired dentist but she still teaches Anatomy and Physiology at Tarrant County College
North East Campus. In addition, Dr. Vaughan still sees orthodontic patients 3 days out of
the month in the practice she sold.
Most recently she has developed several online courses for dental assistants. She and
her husband, Paul, live on the family ranch in Mineral Wells, TX. They have two grown
sons, two daughter in laws, and a granddaughter.

Effectively Imaging Your Dentistry
COURSE DESCRIPTION:
Attendees will learn the basics of capturing light in digital format-shutter speed, F stop, ISO and the type of
equipment needed to effectively capture your image inlcuding the standard series for Cosmetic Dentistry or
Orthodontics, techniques, composition, and white balance.. In addition, you’ll learn about setting up your inoffice studio, post-processing (what is useful and what is considered misrepresenting reality), monitors, color
colaboration, and printing images.

MAIN COURSE OBJECTIVES:
•

Learn how to get great images.

•

Learn what equipment you need and where to source it.

•

Learn how to use your photography for communication, presentations and marketing.
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John S. Olmsted, DDS, MS
Endodontics | Subject Code 070
Dr. John Olmsted is a Past President of the AAE, and past General Chair of ADA 2004
Orlando Meeting. John has been active in practice, teaching, lecturing, and dental
organizations for the past 43 years. He earned his DDS from Iowa with OKU; his MS in
Endodontics from UNC-Chapel Hill and is currently an Adjunct Professor. John is certified
by the ABE and obtained his FAGD, FICD, FACD, and FPFA.

12 hours of Endodontic Tips from 35 Years of Practice
COURSE DESCRIPTION:
Which tooth is it? What anesthetic is best? Which filesystem should I use? How do I fill a canal? What is the best
restoration after endodontic treatment? Which pain medications and antibiotics are best? These endodontic tips
of technological advances will allow you to provide efficient and excellent endodontic care for your patients.
This evidence based one day and one half day participation course will allow you to separate the facts from
the fiction with diagnosis and treatment planning; anesthesia, access, isolation; recent improvements in the
delivery of irrigation solutions that have enhanced the reduction of bacteria and debris in the root canal system;
the instrumentation phase of endodontic treatment with locating the canal orifices, negotiating the canals,
opening the orifice, reconfirming working length, and utilizing “cutting edge” rotary/reciprocation instruments;
condensation of gutta-percha that has improved with the technological advances; restoration of endodontic
treated teeth; and post-operative care with appropriate antibiotics and pain medications.
MAIN COURSE OBJECTIVES:
•

List 15 steps of diagnosis emphasizing medical/dental history, radiographs.

•

Outline the progression of local anesthetics, access, and isolation.

•

Identify the different delivery of irrigation solutions.

•

Describe the steps of rotary/reciprocation instrumentation.

•

Describe the different delivery procedures for obturation.

•

Evaluate the different restorative procedures following endodontics.

•

Identify the correct pain medications and utilization of antibiotics.
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